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NOMENCLATURE

A, B, C, D, E defîned by équation (6)

a;, b;,..., t; modal coefficients determined by équation (C-2)

a;( ), b;( ) ,..., t;( ) coefficients determined by équation (C-5)

aij (1) , ay (2) , by(1),... , tjj(I) coefficients determined by équation (C-4)

AAjk, BBjk,..., TTjk modal coefficients determined by équations (B-5 to B-8)

AAjjk, BByk,..., TTjjk modal coefficients determined by équation (B-3)

AAjjks, BBjjks, —, TTjjks modal coefficients determined by équation (B-4)

AUX ;jk(1),..., AUX yk(58) modal coefficients determined by équation (B-10)

AUX ijks ,..., AUX ijks modal coefficients determined by équation (B-l l)

f; (i=l to 10) coefficients of déterminant ofthe matrîx [H] équation (7)

GG (p,q) . defined by équation (23-a)

h; (i=l,2): Lamé's parameters équation (2)

kij général élément of linear stiffness matrix équation (21)

l<ijkNL2 général élément of second-order non-linear stiffiiess matrix équation (2 l )

kyksNL3 général élément of third-order non-linear stiffness matrix équation (2 l )

L lengthofshell

L; équations of motion équation (5)

m axial mode number



mn
m

niij général élément ofmass matrix équation (15)

Mx, Me. Mxe, Mex the moment résultants

n circumferential wave number

Nx, Ne, Nxe, Nex the in-plane force résultants

Py terms of elasticity matrix( i^ l,... ,10 ; j= l,..., 10) équation

(4)

Qxx, Qee the transverse force résultants équation (4)

R mean radius ofthe shell

SA (p,q) defined by équation (23 -b)

t thickness ofthe shell

u, v, w the axial, circumferential and radiai displacement respectively

Um, Vm, Wm, Rxm, Pem amplitudes of u, v, w, Px» and Pe associated with mih axial
mode number

x axial coordinate

ai, pi, y; and ô; defined by équation (8)

Px and Re the rotations of the normal about the coordinates ofthe
référence surface

r|i complex roots ofthe characteristic équation (7)

déformation vector components équation (A-1)

the tenn (p,q) ofmatrix [A'1][A'1]T équation (23-b)

normal strains ofthe référence surface

in-plane sheanng strains ofthe référence surface

change in the curvature ofthe référence surface
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Spq
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and
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Y°e
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r and Tg

^ and ^
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r,

V,

Liste of matrices:

[A](ioxio)

[B](ioxio)

[EA](IO.IO)=[A-I][A-I]T

[G](ioxio)

[H](5«5)

[k<L)]

[k(NL2)]

[k(NL3)]

[m]

[N]

[p]

[QQ]

[R]

[S]

[Ti]

torsion

the shearing strains

circumferential coordinate

angle for the whole open shell
density ofthe shell material

vibration amplitude

function determined équation (30)

defined by équation (10)

defined by équation (12)

defined by équation (23-b)

defined by équation (15)

defined by équation (7)

linear stiffness matrix équation (15)

second-order stiffness matrix équation (22-a)

third-order stiffness matrix équation (22-b)

local mass matrix équation (15)

shape fùnction matrix (11)

elasticity matrix équation (4)

defmed by équation (12)

defined by équation (11)

defined by équation (15)

transformation matrix équation (9)



IV

{C} vector for arbitrary constants équation (9)

{q} time-related vector équation (26)

{ôi} degrees of freedom at node l

{or} degrees of freedom for total shell

[e / } and [s^ } linear and non-linear déformation vector équation (A-1 )



Résumé

Dans cet article, une approche générale est présentée afin de prédire l'influence de la non-linéairité

géométrique sur les fréquences naturelles des coques cylmà-iques élastiques et anisotropes lammés basée sur la théorie

raffinée (la théorie de déformations de cisaillement du premier ordre) des coques, en incorporant les grands déplacements

et rotations. Les effets de déformations de cisaillement et de l'inertie rotative sont pris en compte dans les équations du

mouvement. La méthode utilisée est celle des éléments fmis hybrides qui est la combinaison de la méthode des éléments

finis et de la théorie des déformations de cisaillement. Là, où les équations des coques sont utilisées intégralement ce

qui permet d'utiliser les équations entières d'équilibre pour dériver les fonctions du déplacement. La solution analytique

est divisée en deux parties. En première partie, les fonctions de déplacements sont obtenues de la théorie raffinée des

coques et par la suite, les matrices de masse et de rigidité linéaire sont obtenues par la procédure des éléments finis

hybrides et l'integration analytique exacte. En deuxième partie, les coefficients modaux sont obtenus, en utilisant les

relations exactes de déformation-déplacements de Green, pour les fonctions des déplacements nommées au-dessus. Les

expressions décrivant les matrices de rigidités non-linéaires de deuxième et troisième ordre sont obtenues par

l'intégration analytique précise et sont intégrées dans le système linéaire pour obtenir l'équation non-linéaire de

mouvement.



Abstract

A général approach, based on shearable shell theory, to predict the influence of géométrie non-linearities on

the natural frequencies of an elastic anisotropic laminated cylindrical shell incorporating large displacements and

rotations is présentée} in this paper. The effects of shear déformations and rotary inertia are taken into account in the

équations of motion. The hybrid finite élément approach and shearable shell theory are used to détermine the shîipe

fonction matrix. The analytical solution is divided into two parts. In part one, the displacement functions are obtained

by the exact solution ofthe equilibrium équations of a cylindrical shell based on shearable shell theory instead ofThe

usually used and more arbitrary interpolating polynomials. The mass and Imear stiffiiess matrices are derived by exact

analytical intégration. In part two, the modal coefficients are obtained, using Green's exact strain-displacement relations,

for thèse displacement functions. The second- and third-order non-linear stiflGness matrices are then calculated by précise

analytical intégration and superimposed on the linear part of équations to establish the non-linear modal équations.

Comparison with available results is satisfactorily good,

KEY WORDS: non-linear shells, dynamics, cylindrical shells, anisotropic, shear déformations



l) Introduction- Multilayered composite shells are being used extensively as structural éléments in modem

construction engineering, ship building, nuclear, space and aeronautical industries as well as the petroleum and

petrochemical industries (pressure vessel, pipeline). It is very important to know the static and dynamic behavior of thèse

structures subjected to différent loads in order to avoid destructive effects during their industrial usage.

There are many situations where thèse structures are subjected to sévère environment conditions, impact, collision

or other intensive transient loads, which can cause large transient structural déformations and damage, or catastrophic

failure. Thèse phenomena may be attributed to changes in the equilibrium state characterizing the load-response mode. In

addition, due to high ratio oftangential Young's modulus ta transverse shear modulus in composite materials such as

graphite-epoxy and boron-epoxy, (Le., oforder 25-40 instead of 2.6 for isotropic materials), the shear déformation eff'ect

on the non-linear behavior ofanisotropic composite shells is more significant than that ofisotropic ones. This effect plays

a very important rôle in reducing the effective flexural stiffriess of anisotropic composite plates and shells.

Therefore, response of thèse types of structures may be predicted only when one accounts fortheir géométrie non-

linear behavior. Accorduigly, the need for accurate and efficient methods for stmctural analysis and design, especially for

this category oflarge-deflection (geometrically non-linearity) and elastic-plastic (material non-linearity) dynamic response

problems, has increased.

Several articles are available dealing with geometrical non-linearities, based on the classical shell theory, in

isotropic shells ofarbitrary shapes [1-5]. In case ofanisotropic composite shells, the reader is referred to the following

références [6-11] where geometrically non-linear behavior ofshearable anisotropic composite plates and shells is analyzed.

A refmed theory accounting the small strains and moderate rotation for anisotropic shell has been developed by Libre.scu

and Schmidt [8]. Successive approximations, as steps toward an estimate of exact shell strain displacement relations where

displacements, large strains and rotations, were initially allowed, are presented for isotropic shells by Sanders [3] and for

anisotropic shells by Librescu et al.[6-11].

Also, a number of théories for layered anisotropic shells exist in literature [12], which are developed for thin shclls

and are based on the Kirchhoff-Love hypothèses. The first paper to deal with non-linear vibrations ofshells was ihe

pioneering work ofReissner [13], who used the method ofassumed mode shapes to investigate the vibration ofcurved

cylindrical panels. Chu [14] first presented an analysis for cù-cular isotropic cylindrical shells with the hardening type of
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non-lmearity for the amplitude-frequency response. Nowinski [15] confirmed the results of Chu [14] by investmg the non-

linear vibration oforthotropic cylindrical shells. However, Evensen [16] pomted out that the mode shapes assumed by C'hu

did not satisfy the condition ofcontinuity ofthe cu-cumferential in-plane displacement. A more rigorous study ofnon-linear

free flexural vibrations ofcircular cylindrical shells was conducted by Atluri [17] who compared his results with ihe

available data and concluded the possibility ofthe softening type ofnon-linearity.

The non-linear behavior ofantisymmetric cross-ply circular cylindrical shells, based on the von-Kânnân Donnell

kinematics assumptions, are discussed by lu and Chia [18]. Reddy and Chandrashekhara [19] solved the laminated shell,

both cylindrical and spherical, assuming Reissner-Mindlin (RM) theory and an intermediate non-Iinearity. The fonnulation

and computational procédure are presented for the geometrically nonlinear analysis oflaminated orthotropic and anisotropic

composite shells based upon a modified incremental Hellinger-Reissner principle and the total Lagrangian description by

Rothert and Di [20].

Noor and Peters [21] analyzed the non-linear response ofan anisotropic cylindrical panel that included transverse

shear déformation. Their formulations are based on the Rayleigh-Ritz technique and the Hu-Washizu mixed shallow shell

finite élément approach. A non-linear two-dimensional theory for laminated thick plates and shells, which can predict the

in-plane stresses as well as transverse direct stresses and transverse shearing stresses, was made by Stein [22]. The

équations derived were similar to those of [ 13], except that non-linear strain displacement relations were used and expanded

into a séries that contained all first and second degree terms by retaining only the first few terms. Tsai and Palazotto [23]

developed a finite élément formulation to géométrie non-linear vibration analysis ofcylinà-ical shells, based on a curved

quadrilateral, with 36 degree offreedom, thin shell éléments and total Lagrangian description.

Rotter and Jumikis [24] have presented a set ofnon-linear strain-displacement relations for axisymmetrîc thin

shells, based on fhe Kirchhoffassumptions, subject to large displacements with moderate rotations by retaining more tenns.

Their work is based on the Kirchhofifassumptions. They have shown that nonlinear strains arising from products of in-plane

strain terms, which were omitted in previous théories, may be important in certain buckling problems. The new relations

are particularly importent when branched shells are being studied and when the buckling mode may involve a translation

ofthe branching joint. Modal approximations in deriving the équations of motion for the non-linear flexural vibrations of

a cylindrical shell using Donnell's shallow shell theory was presented by Dowell and Ventres [25]. The purpose oftheir
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work was to satisfy, more accurately, the boundary and the continuity conditions and investigate their effects on the form

ofthe modal équations.

Most of thèse approaches can include various degrees of nonlinearity m the strain displacement relations in

representing the displacements and rotations. Considérable simplification was achieved in the Donnell équations by

assuming that the nonlinear membrane strains derived only from out-of-plane rotations. For example, Donnell theory is not

suitable for the analysis ofshells in which the buckling mode involves fewer than three full waves around the circumference

[24]. More accurate nonlinear shell équations are given by Sanders [3] and by Novozhilov[l], but thèse are somewhat more

complex than the Donnell équations. More terms are retained because fewer assumptions are made about the relative

magnitude ofvarious terms in the nonlinear strain-displacement relations.

Chao and Reddy [26] have présentée! a first order shear déformation theory based on kinematics and géométrie

assumption of Sander's thin shell theory for geometrically non-linear analysis of doubly curved composite shells. The

influence of large amplitudes on the free vibrations offinite cu-cular cylindrical shells with linearly varymg wall thickne'ss,

embedded in an incompressible fluid is made by Ramachandran [27]. Most ofmentioned Works have been based on

Galerkin's approach [15,16,28], the small perturbation procédure [17,29], the Rayleigh-Ritz method [27], the Ritz-Galerkin

approach [30], the modal expansion mefhod [31, 32], the finite élément method [23, 33,34] and the hybrid finite elemsnt

method [35 to 40]. AU of thèse methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The best ofany method is probably its

général content and the capacity to predict, with précision, both the high and low frequencies of vibration.

Thèse criteria were not met in Galerkin's and small perturbation methods. Adopting a perturbation technique,

Chen and Babcock [29] also considered the large-amplitude vibration ofa thin-walled cylindrical shell. Ramachandran [27]

studied the non-lmear vibration ofcylindrical shells with varymg thickness. On the other hand, the post-buckling behavior

ofa laminated cylindrical shell subjected to axial load and torsion based on von-Kânnân -Donnell équations was studied

by Khot [4l]. The results obtained by Khot [4l] show that, m général, composite shells are less imperfection sensitive tfian

isotropic shells. The small perturbation method was used [29] to transform the non-linear équations to a linear system by

expandmg the unknown variables in a power séries with respect to small parameters. The major advantage ofthis technique,

compared to other methods requù-ing an initial hypothesis regarding the form ofthe vibration mode, is that the results are

not preconceived.
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By incorporating the modal expansion (assumed mode shapes) technique, Rawdan and Genin [31] eliminaied

some weakness and serious drawbacks ofother théories, by using Sanders-Koiter [3,5] général non-linear theory. Their

work is limited to a fmite sùnply supported isotropic cylindrical shell. After adopting the finite élément method, Raju and

Rao [33] obtained the frequency variation of thin shells of révolution in conjunction with the maximum normal

displacement for various boundary conditions. However, the modal expansion and finite élément methods appear to be

ideally suited to the analysis ofcomplex shell structures fi-om this viewpomt. Numerous général computer programs, based

on the finite élément method are available for industrial use for the linear and non-linear analysis where the displacement

fùnctions ofthe finite élément used are assumed to be polynomial but précise prediction ofboth the high and the low

frequencies requires the use ofa great many éléments in the classical fmite élément method.

The présent study présents a général approach to the dynamics non-linear analysis, incorporating the large

displacements and rotations, ofanisotropic laminated open or closed cylindrical shells based on the refined shell theory

in which the shear déformation and rotary inertia effects are taken into account. The method used, in this work, is a

combmation offmite élément analysis and shearable shell theory. In this method the équations ofcylindrical shells are used

in fùll to obtain the pertinent displacement functions, instead ofusing the more common arbitrary polynomial forms. The

fmite élément method employed is a cylindrical panel-segment finite élément, Figure (3), rather than the more commonly

used triangular or rectangular éléments. The displacement fimctions over an élément are derived by exact solution ofthe

equilibrium équations ofa cylindrical shell (in case ofshearable shell theory), and the mass and stif&iess matrices ofeach

élément are derived by exact analytical intégration. In doing so, the accuracy ofthe formulation will be less affected as the

number of éléments used is decreased (thus reducing computation time) and as the dynamic characteristics ofthe shell are

required at higher beam-mode (m) or higher shell-mode (n), a significant advantage over polynomial interpolation.

Therefore, this method is more accurate than the more usual fînite élément methods.

The présent method ofFers many advantages, some ofwhich are:

ff) Simple inclusion ofthickness discontinuities, material property variations and différences in materials

comprising the shell,

b) Arbitrary boundary conditions without changing the displacement functions in each case,

e) High and low frequencies may be obtained with high accuracy as shown in [3 5-40],
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d) This approach has also been applied, with satisfactory results, to the dynamic analysis of shclls

containing a flowing fluid or partially filled with liquid [36, 37, and 39].

The analytical solution involves two steps:

l) Using the strain-displacement relations expressed in an arbitrary orthogonal curvilinear coordinate System and

Green's exact stress-strain relationships for anisotropic laminated materials. Thèse relations are then inserted into

equilibrium équations given in [38-40] including the transverse shear defonnations and rotary inertia effects. The

displacement fonctions are analytically determined by solving the linear équation System. The mass and linear stifiihess

matrices are then determined by exact analytical intégration, for each élément and are assembled for the complète shell [38-

40]. The displacement functions presented in this work allow dynamic behavior analysis ofopen or closed cylindrical shells

with arbitrary boundary conditions.

il) Using the non-linear part ofthe général strain-displacement relations as the linear part [given in 42,43] and

then applying the approach proposed by Radwan and Genin [31 ] ta obtam the coefficients ofthe modal équations fi-om the

displacement functions. The non-linear stif&iess matrices of the second- and third-order are then calculated by précise

analytical intégration with respect to modal coefficients. Thèse matrices, once calculated, are superimposed on the linear

.part of équations to establish the non-linear modal équations.

There are several reasons for undertaking the development ofthe présent theory. The first is to develop a theory

for either dynamic or stress analysis ofanisotropic laminated open or closed cylindrical shells. The accurate prediction of

the dynamic response or failure characteristics of thèse structures, made up from advanced composite materials, requires

the use ofnon-linear refined shell theory where the shear déformation and geometrical non-linear effects as well as rotary

inertia efFect are taken into account.

The second deals with the numerical simulation of non-linear dynamic behavior of anisotropic laminated

cylindrical shells based on the présent theory. At the same time, the flowing fluid effect on the natural fi-equencies will be

studied. One ofthe criteria ofsuccess cfa method may be considered to be its capability ofyielding the high and low

natural fi-equencies and modal shapes with comparable high accuracy. The numerical method is based on a combination

ofhybrid finite élément analysis [38-40] and non-lmear refîned shell theory (shearable shell theory). This allows us to use

the shell équations in full for the détermination ofthe displacement functions, and hence the mass, stifihess and stress-
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résultant matrices, instead ofthe more usual polynomial displacement functions.

2) Hypothèses

The first order transverse shear déformation theory ofshells and modal expansion approaches have been used to

develop the non-linear dynamic équations of motion.

This theory is based on the following hypothèses:

à) It is assumed that the normal stress is negligible compared with stress tangential to the shell surface.

b) Linear elastic behavior of laminated anisotropic materials.

e) Use the Green exact strain-displacement relations expressed in arbitrary orthogonal curvilinear Systems.

d) The first order transverse shear defonnation theory of the shells is adopted so the transverse shoar

déformations and also the rotary inertia effects are taken into account to develop the goveming

équations.

e) The large displacements and rotations are incorporated into the theory.

3) Linear matrbc construction

3-1) Strain-displacement and stress-strain relations- Consider an infînitesimal line segment MA of

length ds embedded in a differential volume élément B, in the initial undeformed configuration, before transformation.

Thèse points are displaced, respectively, to M* andN*, in the actual deformed configuration, by the displacement vector

u as a result ofthe déformation (Figure l). The change in length ofthe élément MN can be expressed by:

(ds*)l-(ds)2-2Y,dy,dy^ (l)

where the quantity (ds f - {dsf is an invariant and y,j = y j, is a symmetric tensor called Green's strain tensor, given in

[42], and^/is the orthogonal curvilinear coordinate ofthe undeformed System. The physical strains, e,,, are defined as below



[42,43]:

sy^ ^
h,hj

where. A, are called the Lamé's parameters and defined by G, = /î, (no sum), Gy- is a metric tensor which links two

coordinate Systems. The scale factors /», are defined as bellow for cylindrical shell geometry:

(3)h,=^¥(\-y^, ^=v^[i-^)^3=i

where E^ and G' are the first fundamental magnitudes which are related to the éléments ofthe surface metric [43]. For rigid

body motion, the eiongation £„ (no sum) and the shear £j\i -f- j) are identically zéro, then there are no theoretical

limitations. Based on thèse defmitions, the déformation vector {e} for the cylindrical shells (Figure 2) is obtained and given

in Appendix [A]. Unlike classical shell theory, the transverse shear strains do not vanish in the présent theory and therefore

P, can not be expressed in tenns ofdisplacement components. The five degrees offi-eedom at each node, U, V, W, px îind

pe are function ofthe in-plane coordinates in which U, V and W are the axial, circumferential and radiai displacements

respectively. The j3x and pe are, respectively, rotations ofthe normal about the coordinates ofthe référence surface oriented

along the parametric lines ofmiddle surface.

The constitutive relations between the stress and déformation vectors ofan anisotropic lammated cylindrical shell

can be written as [42]:

{N^, N,g, Q^ , NffQ, NQ, , Qgg , M^ , M,g , MQQ , MQ, ]T = [?](io.io) [e] (4)

where [P] is the anisotropic matrix elasticity. The éléments Pij's m [P] dépend on the mechanical characteristics ofthe

structure's materials and shell geometrical parameters. This matrix is given in [38].

The formulations ofgoveming équations will be developed hereafter in tenus of displacement measures only.

There are other formulations in terms of stress résultants and stress couples, in terms ofstrain measures, as well, mixed

formulation in terms of stress-resultants (or stress potential fimctions like the Airy functions) and the displacement

quantities. In order to obtain such équations, the reader may follow the procédures described by Sanders [44] and Brull
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and Librescu [45].

In composite laminated plates and shells, the transverse shear stresses vary through layer thickness. This

discrepancy is often corrected in computing the transverse shear force résultants (Q^and Qgg) by considering shear

correction factor. This factor is computed such that the strain energy due to transverse shear stresses equals the strain energy

due to the true transverse stresses predicted by the three-dimensional elasticity theory. This factor dépends, in général, on

the lamination parameters such as number oflayers, stacking séquence, degree oforthotropy and fiber orientation in each

individual layer.

The équations of motion ofcylindrical shells in terms ofU, Pand W, Px artd Pe and in terms ofPy's éléments are

written as follows:

L^(U,V,W,^,^,P,)=0. m=ï,...,5 (5)

where £„ (m =1,2...5) are five linear difïerential operators are fiilly given in [38].

It is noted that the sixth équation ofequilibrium is identically satisfied by the intégral définitions ofthe shearing-

stress résultants in terms ofthe shearing stress components. Two basic approaches that enable us to eliminate exactly this

sixth équation ofequilibrium have been developed:

i) Derivation of constitutive équations which fulfill identically this extra équation ofequilibrium. For the

classical theory ofisotropic, such constitutive équations are known as FlUgge-Lure-Byme constitutive

équations. In the case of composite. shells, the reader is referred to the following monograph, [l l, 46 and

47] by Librescu.

ii) Formulation ofmodified stress résultants and stress couple measures, satisiying identically this sbcth extra

équation ofequilibrium. For the classical theory ofisotropic shells, such modified stress résultants and

stress couples have been defined by Sanders [3,44]. For anisotropic shells, a similar stress résultants îind

stress couples were considered by Librescu [l l, 46 and 47].

Neither 6 équation of equilibrium nor the five first ones are given in this paper, and the interested reader is

referred to Référence [38] where all six équations are defined.

3-2) Displacement functions-The five équations of motion (5) are expressed in terms of displacement

measures. Therefore, the five boundary conditions must be specified at each edge ofthe shell. The shell is subdivided into
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several finite éléments defined by line-nodes, (" andy, and by components U, V, W, Px and pg representing axial, tangemial

and radiai displacements and two rotations, respectively (Figure 3) .The displacement fiinctions associated with the axial

wave number are assumed to be:

U(x,0)=ACosnw-xe''9;

V{x,e)=BSinm-^xe"e;

j3^x,0)=DCosm^xe"g

Pg(x,e)=ESmm^xe'1e (6)

WÇx,0)=CSm11m-xe'18

where m is the axial mode number and if is a complex number. Substituting définition (6) into équations of

motion (5) and setting equal to zéro the déterminant ofthe coefficients in order to have a non-trivial solution, leads to a

tenth order polynomial characteristic équation in terms oftj:

DetW=f^}Q +/g778 +/6776 +/4/74 +/2772 +/o (7)

wherey;- (i = 0 to 10) are fhe coefficients ofthe déterminant ofthe mafrix [H] given in [39]. Each root ofthe characteristic

équation yields a solution of équation (5). The complète solution of équations of motion can be obtained by adding the ten

independent solutions, obtaining for each root ofthe characteristic équation, involving the constants A,, B,, C,, D, and E,

(i =1 to 10). As thèse constants are not independents. A,, B,, D, and jE,can be expressed as a function ofC,:

A,=a,C,, B,=/3,C,, D,=r,C,, and E,=S,C, 0-=1,2,...,10) (8)

The values of Cf,, /3,, y, and S, can be obtained fi-om the linear System (5) by introducing relations (8). Aller

carrying out the some manipulations, the displacements U(x, 6 ), V(x, 9 ) and W(x, 0 ) as well as p x(x, 9 ) and pe (x,() )

can be expressed in conjunction with ten C, constants only.

u(x,e)
v{x,e)
W(x,0)

p,(x,e)

Mx'0\

^=[Tl](5x5)[J?](5xlO){c}(lOxl) (9)

where matrices [Ti](5x5) and [R](5xio) are given in [39], and {C} is a tenth order vector ofthe C, constants. The C, constants

can be determined using ten boundary conditions for each finite élément. The axial, tangential and radiai displacements
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(U, V, and W) as well as the rotations (px, Pe)have to be specified for each node. Thus, the élément displacement vector

at the boundaries can be given by following relation:

\si
•={u, v, w, ^ ^ [/, r, r, /^. ^,}7'=[4o><io){c}(io.o (^o)

where the tenus ofmatrix [A], given in [39], are obtained from those of [R] matrix by successively setting 6 •-= 0

and 9 = (p. Multiplying équation (10) by [A ] and substituting that into équation (9), we obtain:

\U{x,9}
\v(x,e)
\W(x,0\\
\^À^)\
[Pe^,e)\

\-WWWIÇ]=IN^ (il)

where the matrices [T)], [R] and [A] are previously defined and [N] matrix represents the displacement fimction matrix.

3-3) Mass and linear stiffness matrices for an element-From the expressions given in the linear part

of déformation vector (given in Appendix A) and the expressions ofthe displacement fimctions (l l), we obtain:

w=
[rj o
0 [TilJ

s. f<?,[86N-T; ^K;
8 j. [ÔJ.

(12)

where [QQ] is a (10x10) matrix given in [39]. The constitutive relations between the stress and déformation vectors ofthe

anisotropic laminated cylindrical shells are given as:

{N^N^,Q^N^N^Q^,M^,M^,Mee,M^}T =M(io.io)H=?]Ç \ 03)

The Py's éléments describe the elasticity matrix ofthe anisotropic cylindrical shells, which dépends on the

mechanical properties ofthe material ofthe structure. Some coupling as in-plane extensional-shear, extensional-bending

and bending-twisting can be présent in anisotropic laminated composite shells due to anti-symmetry ofscheme lamination

or fiber orientation. The mass and linear stiffiiess matrices for one finite élément can be expressed as:

[m}=ptY\[N}T[N}dA
00

[K^[B]T[PMclA
00

(14)
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where dA=Rdx dO andp is the density ofthe shell, [P] the elasticity matrix and the matrices [N] and [B] are before defmed

in équations (12 and 13), respectively. Substituting them in (14) and analytically mtegrating with respect to x and 6 , we

obtain the matrices [m] and [k].

M»^Hr[s]H M=MrtG]M (i5>

where the .Sy-'s and Gy's général éléments are given in [39].

4 Non-Linear Part

4-1) Non-linear stiffness matrix construction for an élément- The exact Green strain relations are

used in order to describe the linear and non-linear, mcluding large displacements and rotations, behavior of anisotropic

open cylindrical shells. In common with linear theory, it is based on refmed shell theory in which the shear déformations

and rotary inertia effects are taken into account. The approach developed by Radwan and Genm [31] is used with particular

attention to géométrie non-linearities. The coefficients ofthe modal équations are obtained through the Lagrange method.

Thus, the non-linear stiffiiess matrices of second- and third-order, once calculated, are superimposed on the linear part of

équations to establish the non-linear modal équations. This section is limited to the relevant détails ofthe method used to

fmd the non-linear stiffhess matrices. The main steps ofthis method are as follow:

a) Shell displacements are expressed as generalized product ofcoordinate sums and spatial functions:

u=^q,(t)U,(x,0) ^ =ï,q,W^,(x,0)
l l

v=^q,(t)V,(x,0) p, =^q,(t)ft,,(x,0) (16)
l i

^=^q,(tW,(x,0)
/

where the q, ft)'s functions are the generalized coordinates and the spatial functions U, V, W, Rx and Re are given by

équation (6).

b) The déformation vector is written as a function ofthe généralisée! coordinates by separating the linear part from

the non-linear one given in Appendix [A]:

{£}={£L}+{sNL}={£o^r^^,eoff,roe^o0,K,,T,,Ke,rg}T (17)
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where subscripts "Z," and "W mean "linear" and "non-linear" respectively. The e„• y i; K, ; T, and y. ,• are defined in

Appendix [A]. In général, thèse terms can be expressed in the following form:

s°, =Sa^. +ZZA4^,^ ^ =x^^' +^GGjk(lj<lk
J J k J

r°, = z &,?, + z z BB^jqk K,= Z n^,. + £ Z NN^qjqk
j ^ 'J j k J"~'1 '" " J J '•' j k

^ = £c^. +ZïCC^q,qk T, = S^,ç, + ZZPP,^'^ (18)
j j k J J k

s°e = £^ç, + ^ïDD^qjqk Kg =£^.g, + ZZ.S'5^.^
j j k - ' J J k

Y°e =S<^. +^EE^q^k ^ =y^y +^TTj^j<îk

Note: AA,j=AAj,, BB,j=BBj, and etc.

The a,, bj, ...tj and AAij, BBij,...,TTy are given in Appendix [B].

e) Using équation (16) and Hamilton's principle leads to Lagrange's équations of motion in the generalized

coordinates q; (t):

d f 9T } ÔT . 9V
-+-^-=Q, (19)

dt\^Qq,) ôq, Qq,

Where T is the total kinetic energy, f^the total elastic strain energy ofdefonnation and the Qi's are the

generalized forces. Assuming [s^ï= [si's2'---'£\oï , the strain energy Fcanbedefmedasfollow:

vî [[^£ieJ+ pklsksl )Rdxde (20)

Where:

ofs=l i{i=jork=l (i,j =I,2,...,]0). (k.l=3,6)andi ,j ^3,6

a =2 if i^jork^l (i ,j^l,2...,10) (k. l =3,6)

d) After developing the total kinetic and strain energy, using définitions (18), and then substituting into the

Lagrange équation (19) and canying out a large number ofthe intermediate manipulations, that are not displayed here, the

following non-linear modal équations are obtained. Thèse non-linear modal équations are used to study the dynamic

behavior ofanisotropic cylindrical shells.
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i =1,2,... (21)

Where m,j, k,/L) are the terms ofmass and linear stiffiiess matrices given by équation (l 5). The terms ofkyic and kift/ )

, which represent the second- and third-order non-linear stif&iess matrices. Thèse terms, in the case ofanisotropic laminated

cylindrical shell, are given in Appendix [B].

Performuig some intermediate manipulations, explained in Appendix [C], the following expression are obtained

for the second- and third-order non-linear stiffhess matrices.

M=M=Hrk'")] k']
M=M=kl]7'k/w3)]M

Where the (i.j) term in matrices [J (NL2)] and [J (NL3)] are written as:

\iRGG{iJ}^'w)<-^ y(^^)^o.

(22-a)

(22-6)

' (i.J)
^(r],+Tîj+Tîk)

10

k=l

J^R GG(i,j}<f) (,'(^+^+^=0.

(23-a)

' (',.'•) ~

à E ^/„ ^ .^ [.('?'+"+'7P+?^ -1] ^ (^, + n. + ^ + ^ o.
^ ^ 4 ^+7,+^+^;'p • '"l

10 10

î ÏRJ-^SA(,.^
ç=l p=\

if(^,+^,+np+^=Q-

(23-&)

WTiere the GG fi, J) and SA (t, s) are coefficients in conjunction with a, fS, y. S, rj and /},y's éléments in matrix [P]. The Spi,

is the term (p,q) ofmatrix [EA], where [EA] represents a matrix of constants defmed by [EA]=[A''] [A'']T. The général

expression ofGG (i, j) and SA (i,s) are given in Appendix [D].

5) The influence of géométrie non-Iinearities on the natural frequencies of cylindrical

shells- The mass and stif&iess matrices, either linear or non-linear, given in équations (15 and 22) are only determined

for one élément. After subdividing the shell into several éléments, (see Figure 3), the global mass and stiffhess matrices

are obtained by assembling the matrices for each élément. Assembling is done in such way that all the équations of motion

and the continuity of displacements at each node are satisfied. Thèse matrices are designated as [M], [K ], [K ] and

[KNL3], respectively.
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[M]{ô}+ [K^ô}+ [K(NL2)^Ô2}+ [K(NL3)^S3}= {0} (24)

where {§} is the displacement vector and [M], [K ], [K ] and [K] are, respectively the mass, linear and second- and

third-order non-linear stiffiiess matrices ofthe System. They are square matrices oforder NDF*(N+1), where NDF

represents the number ofdegrees offreedom, (=5 in the présent theory), at each nodal line and N represents the number

offinite éléments. Thèse matrices are then reduced to square matrices oforder NREDUC=NDF*(N+1)-NC, where NC

represents the number ofconstraints applied. The System of équation (24) then becomes:

[M(r)Pr)}+ IK^ÎÔ^ [K^1}+ [K^3 ]= {0} (25)

where the superscript "/-" means "reduced". The matrices contained in the linear part of équations (25) can be reduced to

diagonal matrices. Setting:

M={<D}fa} (26)

where [O] represents the square matrix for eigenvectors ofthe linear System and [q} is a time related vector. Substituting

relation (26) into équation (25) and multiplying by [Q] , we obtain:

Kkr)Nfe}+[ork)N,}+
+[<i>îfeIi>M?})2 ^M[KÎM]Î = o

The mafrix product of V<I>J | | |QJ) represents diagonal matrices, written as [M( )] and [KL( )]. By neglecting the cross-

product terms in ([^)]{ç}) and ([o]{ç}y of équation (27), we obtain:

HREDVC ., „, „ ^ NREDIIC
m^ + k^q, + ""!;':• k^qf + "T" k(^q] = 0. (28)

where coefficients m^ and kj/L) represent the "/"' diagonal terms of linear matrices. The k(NLÎ) and ^w'3) are the (/", i)

term ofthe product ([<I)]7[^1)2][^2]) andJOf^^]^3]), respectively. There are "NREDUC" simultaneous

équations ofthe form of(28). Tum now to solution of équation (28) associated with the parametric function q(t). For this

purpose, a solution qÇt) ofthe équation (28) has to be found. It is expédient to introduce the following représentation:

<7,(0=r^,(0 (29)

which permits the use ofthe normalized initial conditions:
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^.(0)=1. and ^(0)=0. (30)

Substituting définition (29) into équation (28) and dividing by m^-, we obtain:

^+^,+A^(r,/^2+A^(r,/^ =o. ai)

where " /" and û)2 == k^. l m^ represent shell thickness and linear vibration frequency ofthe shell, respectively, and:

^=^—t and ^NL3)='^—t2 (32)
mu J mjj

The solution y ^ (t) ofthe non-Iinear differential équation (31), which satisfies condition (30), is calculated by

a fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical method. The linear and non-linear natural frequencies are evaluated by a symmetric

search for the lf/ . (/) roots as a fùnction oftime. The G)^ l û)/ ratio ofnon-linear and linear frequency is expressed as

a function ofnon-dimensional ratio ^y 11] where F^ is the vibration amplitude.

6) Numerical Results and Discussion-Thïs paper is focused on the application ofthe hybrid finite élément

method, based on shearable shell theory and modal expansion approach, to anisotropic laminated cylindrical shells to

evaluate both transverse shear déformation and geometrically non-linear effects. Non linearity effects produce eitlier

hardening or softenmg behavior in circular cylindrical shells. The method has been developed to demonstrate the influence

ofthe shear déformation effect and that ofgeometrical non-linearities on the free vibration ofopen or closed cylindrical

shells. It is a hybrid finite élément based on a combination ofshearable shell theory and modal expansion approach snch

that the displacement ftmctions could be derived du-ectly from shearable shell theory. This method is capable ofobtaining

the high as well as low fi-equencies with high accuracy. The values ofthe shear correction factors used in calculations have

been taken "t/^.

As the first numerical example, Figure (4) shows the natural frequencies computed for a closed simply supported,

circular cylindrical shell for m=l andî and compared with the expérimental results given in [48]. As can be seen, there

is good agreement between the présent theoretical results and those of expérimental. Dimensions and material properties

are given as follow:

R=O.Ï75(m~) Z=0.664(m) t=ï(mm) E=206(GPa) v= 0.3 /7, =7680(Àg/m3)
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The non-dimensional fimdamental frequencies obtained from the présent theory are shown in Figure (5) along

with corresponding values given in Réf. [49], for a four layer cross-ply cylindrical shell to demonstrate the

accuracy and range ofapplicability ofthe présent theory. AU layers, for Figure (5) and table (I), are assumed to

have the same géométrie and material parameters and the individual layer is assumed to be orthofropic with the

following material properties:

E^=25E^ G^=0.2E^ G^ == G^ = 0.5^ ^=0.25 anJ p=l

The effect of variation of the length-to-radius ratio on the frequency parameters of an open cylindrical shell

having its straight edges clamped and the curved edges simply supported is shown in Figure (6) and compared with

corresponding results based on Sanders' theory, obtained by author.

Figure (7) shows the influence ofgeometrical non-lmearities effects on the free vibrations cfa simply supported

cylindrical shell, along with corresponding results given in Références [15 and 33]. The given results in Réf. [15] were

obtained based on Donnell's simplified non-linear method where only latéral displacement was considered. Raju and Rao

[33] used the finite élément method based on an energy formulation.

It is observed that the variation ratio between the non-linear and liner frequency û)^ l û}^ increases as the ratio

F. /1 increases although thèse variations are small for values F /1 below l .0. It can also be seen that the non-linearity

has a hardening effect. The différence between results obtained by the présent theory and those of [15 and 33] might be

due to the fact that Nowinski [15] neglected m-plane inertia and took account only latéral displacement. Raju and Rao [33]

expressed the displacement components along the shell generator in polynomial form.

The next step ofcalculations is the non-linear dynamics characteristics ofan orthotropic open cylindrical shell,

with clamped boundary conditions along its straight edges and simply supported along its curved edges, as a function of

circumferential and axial mode numbers. The results are shown in Figure (8). As can be seen, the non-Iinearity is of the

hardening type for thèse modes. It is also seen that the non-linear effect is more pronounced for the circumferential mode

(«=!).

Table (I) présents a parametric study based on shell thickness to détermine the effect of transverse shear

déformation on the natural frequencies ofcross-ply cylindrical shells, for various différent ratios R/L and L/t. The natural

frequencies for L/t=10 are less sensitive to L/R variations than those ofthin shells, L/t=100. Classical shell theory over-
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predicts the frequency even for thin shells.

7) Conclusions- This paper deals with some of the problems that arise when considering géométrie non

linearities (incorporating the large displacements and rotations), shear déformation and rotary inertia efFects in the study

ofstatic and dynamic behavior ofelastic, anisotropic open or closed cylindrical shells. An efficient hybrid finite élément

method, modal expansion approach and shearable shell theory including shear déformation effects have been used to

develop the non-linear dynamic équations. The shape fùnctions are derived by analytical intégration, from exact solution

ofshearable shell équations. It is believed that the refined shear déformation theory and the non-linearities efFects presented

here are essential for predicting an accurate response for anisotropic shell structures.

The shear déformation and rotary inertia effects are taken into account to develop the équations of motion. In case

ofrotary inertia, some preliminary results indicate that the effects ofthe rotary inertia are practically Imiited. On the other

hand, Librescu [11] found that the inertia effect, in the case ofanisotropic plate, was practically inexistant at the lowest

branch ofthe frequency spectrum. Consequently, the rotary inertia effect is discarded in the remaining équations (atter

obtainingthe équations of motion), so the présent study focuses only on the shear déformation and geometrically non-

linearity effects.

From the results obtained based on this theory, the following can be concluded:

l) The hybrid finite élément model is confîrmed as a very efficient tools to analysis the anisotropic

laminated shells.

2) Refined shel] theory, taking into account the effects of shear déformation, plays a fundamental rôle in

vibration analysis ofanisotropic composite structures.

3) The assumed mode shapes (modal expansion) appears to be the idéal tool for the non-linear analysis of

complex shell structures, which could eliminate some weaknesses and serious drawbacks of other

théories such as Galerkin's and perturbation's methods.

4) A good description of geometrical non-linear effècts on the vibration behavior of shells could be

presented when the coupling between différent modes is taken into account by considering the cross-

product tenus ofnon-linear stiffhess matrices. The non-linear strain terms arising iTom products ofin-
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plane strain tenus may be important in buckling problems.

The équations obtained in this work are shown to be suitable for practical applications involving large static or

dynamic déformations ofanisotropic open or closed cylindrical shells for différent parameter variations such as arbitrary

boundary conditions and efFect ofmaterials properties. The non-linear modal équations derived here can render possible

complète post-buckling investigations for cylindrical shells. The next work, under préparation, deals with the stabiHty

analysis of anisotropic cylindrical shells conveying fluid to show the reliability and effectiveness of the présent

formulations.
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APPENDICES

Thèse appendices contain the various équations fornon-linear dynamic analysis ofanisotropic laminated cylinà^cal shells

in which the shear déformation and rotary inertia effects are taken into account in the formulations.

APPENDIX A- The strain vector for an anisotropic cylindrical shell (équation 4)

H=?U=1

r.ï

re

^6

+p..

QU
9x
8V
9x
QW
ôx

l 3V W
RQQ R
l QU
R 80

L^-L^Pe
R 90 R
QP^
9x

ôpe l W
9x ÎR 8x

LQÊs_
R 90
l Qp, 1 QU
R 30 2R2 80 Z.(l0xl)

^l2,m2,f^î
8x ) \9x) \8x )

QV QV . „, QV——+^—Sx9x 80
QU QV

P.^Pe^
^2

ÎRi
•^T^-^T^,^
80 90} 90

QU QU QW QW yQW
Qx 80 9x 80 8x

P^Wpg+P^80 '"^ " ^x 80

W_Qp^^W_Qpg_
Qx 9x 9x 9x

L\QLÔËs_+8£e_8L^w8pô-
R\_3x 80 ' Qx 80 '" Qx

l l QU 8p^ , QV
R2 L 80 80

^VPe^ôper-Peô^
80 80 " ^ ' " 80 ''" 90

(A-\)

^OU_8f^ QPx OU _ g OW_
[Rt9x 90- 8x 80 ^ 8x\ J^,^

where e"; f,; K;; r, and/^i are normal and in-plane shearing strain, change in the curvature and torsion ofthe référence

surface and the shearing strain components, respectively, and subscripts '!' and WZ,' mean 'linear' and 'non-Iinear',

respectively.
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APPENDIX B; Non-Linear stiffhess matrices (équation 21)

(?2)
"ijk =Jj1

(P^AA,, + P^BBy, + P,,CC,, + P,,DD,^ + P,,EE,, )+

(P^GG^+P^NN,, +P,,PP,, +W, +P^rT^)+

(pMUX^+AUX./))+(PÂAUX^+AUX^81
dA (B-l)

and

(AÏ.3)
Syfo -Jl

(^AA^+P^BB^+P^CC^+P^DD,^+P^EE^)+

[P^GG,^ + P^NN,^ + P,,PP^ + P^SS,^ + P^TT^V

(pMUX^+AUX^J))+(PAAUX^+AUX^S)).

dA (B-2)

Where dA=R dx d6 and:

m =/,2,...,P

n=m+/ to 10

/=/,J,5,...,55

J=I+1

and m, n^3,6

The Pij's are the terms ofthe elasticity matrix [P] and the terms AAyh BBijh .... AUX^S and AAi^. BBijk:,...,

ssAUXijics'" representthe coefficients ofthe modal équations. The following relations define thèse définitions:

AAijk = a,AAjk + û,A4 + a^AAy

BB,^=b,BB,,+b,BB,+b,BB,

CC,,=c,C^+c,CC,,+c,CC,

DD,,, = d,DD,,+d,DD,.+^DD..."y* 'Jk

EE^=e,EE,,+e,EE,,+e,EE,

GG,,=g,GG,,+g,GG,,+g,GG,

NN,,, = n.NN., + n.NN,, + n,NN,'ijk 'Jk •y 'V

pp,ft = p.ppjk + pjpp,, + PkPPy (B-3)

SS,,=s,SS,,+s,SS,,+s,SS,

TT^=t^+t,TT,,+t,TTy

and

^ = ^•^Is-^-Jk

BB,^ = ÎBB.BB^

œ^icc.cc^
DD,^ = ÎDD,DD^

EEyks = 2EEIsEEJk

GG,^2GG,GG,,

NN,^ = 2NN,NN^,

'•Ijh ~ £-1 -( ts1 ljk

SS,^ = 2SS.SS,,

TT,^ = 2TT,,TT,,

(B-4)

andAUXyk'andAUX,^(I= l to58)aredëfinedby(B-10andB-ll).
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AA, = l] w^- + 5W +5?10?-
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ôe ô0 90 Q0
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2R2
QV, SPe, , 9V, QPe,
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+•

2R

TT,, = ^
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00

ÔWL+^9wi
^^~+/v

Qx cbc

(B-8)

and
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9U,. _ l QW, V,
ff-=^; gl=iw-j+p''

QV, . „ _ ^
^ — —^—^ . . ft,^ —

9x ' ' Qx

Qw, , a . „ _ ÔPe, , l QV,
C,=<^L+A,; Pi=^-+^nlÏL (B-9)

Qx ' "*' ' ^ ' Qx 2R ôx

1,=^^},^'- R{ô0 "''}'
.=13^
" R 90

l QU, ' ^ l 5^ l QU \
"' R QO ' '' R ô0 2R2 80

where U, V, W, ^ and Re are the spatial functions determined by équation (6) ofthe text. In équations (B-3 to B-8), the

subscripts " /, j " and " /, j, k, s " represent the coupling between two and four distinct modes, respectively.
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The AUX ai1 's élémentsijk

AUX^

AUXÏk-

AUXÏk=

Aux]jk=

Auxlk-

AVX}^=

AUX]^
AUX^=

Aux]i=

AUX^

Auxîl=

AUX^=

Auxî°k=

AUX^=

Auxîî=

AUX^

AVX]^
AUX^=

Auxïl=

Auxîï=

AUX^

AVX^

^s=
Auxs-

-49=
'ij'k =

Auxs=

Auxs-

Auxs=

Auxs=

(équation B-l):

•• ajBBki + dkBBy + 6,A4^ ;

ajDDk,+akDDij+d,AAjk;

; ajEEk, + akEEy + e,AAjk ;

: ajNNk, + akNNy + n,AAjk ;

; ajPPki + ctkPPy + pjAAjk ;

: ajsski + akssij + siAAjk '

: ajTTki + akTTij + tiAAjk ;

:djBBki+dkBB,j+b,DDjh;

: ejBBki + e/(55y + b,EEjk ;

•-njBBk,+nkBBy+b,NNjk;

•-PjBBki+PkBB,j+biPPjk;

:SjBBh,+skBB,j+b,SSjk;

•.tjBBki+tkBBy+biTTjk;

djEEk, + dkEEy + e,DDjh ;

= djNNk, + dkNN,j + n,DDjk ;

:djPPk,+dkPP,j+p,DDjh;

:djSSki+dkSS,j+s,DD^;

•.djTTki+dkTTij+t,DDjk;

-- ejNNh, + ekNNy + n,EEjh ;

•-ejPPki+ekPPy+piEE^;

: ejSS/cj + e^SSij + s,EEjk ;

••ejTTki+ekTTij+tiEEjk;

-r,jPPki+nkPP,^p,NNjk;

••njSSki+n/cSSy+SiNNjk;

--njTTki+nkTTij+tiNNJk'

-PjSSki+PkSSy+S,PPjk;

••PjTTki+PkTT,j+tippjk'

-s^i+SkrTy+tiSSjk;

:cjGGki+ckGGy+g,CCjk;

AUX ^ = bjAAk, + M4, + «iBBjk

A UX^ = djAAki + dkAA,j + a,DDjk

AUX^ = ejAAki + e^M/ + OiEEjk

AUXS^ = njAAk, + ^/Uy + a,NNjk

A UX]^ = pjAAki + pkAAy + a;PP/.<,

A uxijk = SJAAki + skAAij + atssjk

A UX}^ = tjAAk, + tkAAy + a{TTjk

AUX}^ = bjDDk, + bkDDy + dftB^

AUX}^ = bjEEk, + 6^- + eiBBjk

A UX^ = bjNNk, + bkNNy + n,BBjk

A UX2^ = bjPPki + bkPPy + p,BBjk

A UX^ = bjSSki + bkSSy + s.BBjk

A UX^ = bjTTk, + bkTTy + (,55^

AUX^ = ejDDk, + ehDDy + d,EEjk

AUX^ = njDDki + nAODy + d.NNjk

A UXÏk = PjDDki + PkDDy + rf,P/^

A uxï4k = SJDDki + skDDij + diSSjk

AUX^ = tjDDk, + ^Oy + d,TTjk

A UX]^ = njEEk, + nkEE,j + e.NNjk

Auxijk = PjEEki + PkEEij + eippjk

Auxijk = SJEEki + skEEy + e,^

A UX^ = tjEEk, + tkEEy + e{TTjk

Auxfk = PjNNki + PkNNy + n,PPjk

AUX^ ^SjNNk, + SkNNy + n,SSjk

A UX^ = tjNNk, + tkNNy + n.TTjk

A UX^ = SjPPk, + SkPPiJ + PI^.A

AUX^=tjPPk,+tkPP,j+p,TTjk

A uxffk = {Jsski + tkSSij + 5,7^

A UX^ = gjCCki + gkCCy + c,GGyA

(B-10)



TheAUXgiJ 's éléments (équation B-2):

AUX^^ÎAAjkBB,,; AUX^=2BBjhAA,,; AUX^=2AAjkDD,,; AUX^=2DD^AA,,

AUX^=ÎAAjkEE,s; AUX^=2EEjkAA,,; AUX^=2AA^NN,,; AW8^=2NN ^AA,,

AVX9^ = 2AA^PP,s ; AUX}^ = ÎPPjkAA,, ; AUX}^ = ÎAA^SS,, ; AUX^ = 2SSjkAA,,

AUX^ÎAAjkTT,,; AVX^T.TTjkAA,,; AUX^ÎBB^DD,,; AUX]^=2DD^BB,,

AUX]^=2BB^EE,,; AUX}^ =2EE^BB,; ; AUX}^ =2BB^NN,,; AUX^=2NN^BB,,

AUXl^=ÎBBjkPP,s; AUXÎ^=ÎPPjkBB,,; AUX^=2BBjkSS,,; AUX^=2SSjkBB,,

AUX^^-ÎBBjkTTis; AUX'^^ÎTTjkBB,,; AUX^^ÎDDjkEE^; AUX^=2EEjkDD,,

AUX^=2DDjkNN,,; AVXf^^îNN jkDD,,; AUX^=ÎDDjkPPis; AVX^^ÎPP^DD,,

AUX^=2DDjkSS,,; AVX]^= 2SSjk DD,,; AUx]^ =2DÛ^77},; AUX3^ =2^00,,

AUX]^ = lEEjkNN,, ; AUX]^ = ÎNNjkEE,, ; ^W^ = 2££^/>P;, ; ^CT,^ = 2PP^££,,

AUX^=2EE,kSS,,; AUX^=2SS,kEE,,; AUX^^EE^; AVX^ÎTTjkEE,,

AUX^^ÎNNjkPPis; AUX^^2PPjkNN,,; AUX^=2NNjkSS,,; AUX f^ =ÎSS^NN,,

AUXSs = ÎNNJkTTi. > ^^^ = T-TTjkNN,, ; AUX^ = 2PP^SS,, ; AUX -^ = 255,^

AUX^=2PP^rT,s; AUX^=ÎTT^PPi,, AUX^= ÎSS^TT,, ; AUX^=2rT,kSS,

AUX^ = ÎCCjkGG,, ; AUXf^ = ÎGG^CC,,
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APPENDIX C-

Substituting équation (6), ofthe text, into équations (B-5 to B-9), we obtain:

AAy = C,( a,Ws,n2^ + a,}lWmx} Cje(m^)e ; GGy = C,( g^Sinîmx + ^.(2)c^2Mx) C,^'+77/)(?

BB,j = C,( b^SmmxCosmx) C^t^e ; NNy = C,( ^'W^ + n^Cosîmx} C^l)e

CCy = C,( c,WSmmxCosmx) C^'^0 ; PPy = C,( p^SinmxCosmx) C/r}i+^)e ^^

DD, = C,( d,WCos2mx + d,^Sinîmx} C^i+^)0 -, SSy = C,( s^Cos2mx + s^Sm2mx) C/'}i+f'-')0

EEy = C,( eyWSmmxCosmx).C/'li^)0 ; Hy. = C,( ^l)&-^Co.mx) C,e('7'+^)0

and

a, = C,a,WSmmx eî1IG ; g, = C,gwSimnx eme

b, = C,bmCosmx eme ; n, = C,n,WSmmx e1110

C, = C,C,(1)C05OTX g'7'0 ; p, = C,pmCosmx emG (C-2)

d, = Cid,WSinmx eT}ie ; s, = C,swSmmx e'110

e, = C,emCosmx e]iQ ; /, = C,t,WCosmx e''10

Where a,(l), bw,.... tw and a,f's, a,w,.... t;jl) are given in équations (C-4 and C-5). The T], ( / =1,...,10) are the roots of

characteristic équation (7), ofthe text, and m =——x in which m is the axial mode number. The constants Ci(i =/,... 10)

and Cj(j=l,...10) can be obtained from équation (10), ofthe text, as follows:

(Ci =M Ç} (C-3)

The matrix [A ] is the inverse of [A] given in [39].
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The ay(l) to t,/) éléments (équation C-2):

41) ='n2a,a,; cf =mî{^ A 4- ^,); ^) ^[/^(^MA +^)]

4° =^My+JyA-(^,+^,)]; 4) =^(a,a,^,)

^=-^U-^Pj-n^P^Pj^\ 41)=^[(1-^)(^)-(A^)]

41) =—k(i+/?/7,)+^(i+M-)]; 42) =2^[^û:^+^a^] (c-4)

-2 _ -2

41)=^-k'W^l nf)='^-[ft,S^,S,], /41)=<?,(l+/?,(;7;4.77,))+<î,(l+/?,(M,))

41) =^WO^W<)]' 42) =^[(A^+^)(l+Wy)+(^-^)(%-7y)]

41) = -^l^y +a'^')(% +77y)+('?' +J/)]

The a-w to t,() éléments (équation C-3):

ay.-a^; ^^-P^S,

»m

e;"

"w

';"

=Pjm;

=(.Yj+m);

=^(l+^j);

=^(^j);

where

";"

pw

,;.".

';"

mît
m =

-Y j m

S^n+^Lp^'3"^^1RIJ]

•rf,S,R'IJ~'J

l l-[yRr!^~2^

j=l,2..., 10 (C-5)

L
Usingthe relations (C-1 andC-2)forA4yfc BBijh ..., TTyi and replacing thèse terms by their expressions (équation

B-3) uito équation (B-l) and then integrating over;c and 0, we obtain the expression (22-a) for the second-order non-linear

matrix for an élément.

Substituting the terms of AAyia, BByia, -, TTyh, by their expressions (B-4) into équation (B-2), using the

définitions (C-l and C-2) and then mtegrating over X and 0, we obtain the expression (22-b) that defmes the third-

order non-linear matrix for an élément of anisotropic cylindrical shell.
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APPENDIX D- The GG (i,j) 's éléments (équation 23-a):

\^A^ayA^^A,^^A^^A^^A^
l P^A^^A^^A^P^A^^A^^A,^
l ^A^ey .4%-1<4P ^A^.^A^ ^^-^r1^
^A^.r^A^ ^A^r^pj^A^^^A^^^A^^
l ^A^ -;%-'4° ^A^^A^ ^J^^^fY
\^A^^A^^A,^^A^^A^^A^^Y
l ^A^^A^^A^rf).^A^^A^^A,^
l P^A^.^A^^A^^A^^A^ ^A^cfY

GG^I\^A^^A^^A^^A^^A^^A,^
^^^S^^^^A^^). ^A^^A^.^A^.
^A^ ^%-'4? ^^f)^^w^ +twA^ ^^^
-^A^ .^A^ . ^A^rf). P^A^ ^A^ff ^A^^

\P^A^^A^^A^P^A^^A^^A^<fV
^•v^ ^^lpff ^A^^P^A^ ^y)^-'4° ^)^-14I))-.

^A^.^A^^A^^A^ ^A^^A,^
^œ^-1^ ^A^sff ^A,^^A^ ^^J^^^^V

[ ^o(p°v/y -pm^ -^pw^fY^m^p(s ^^^ ^^^}

{^A^^A^^.A^P^A^^A^^A^cf'y
^A^^A^^A,^^A^^A^^A^
^°V^) -^î%-'4?) .41)4,-1^))^4^1)4/-1^) ^)^-'^) ^w^-142))^

l /^'V^ ^A^^A^).^A^ ^^^ ^)4,-^))+
+///[ P^A^ ^A^^A^c^P^A^^A^ ^A^^V

^A^^A^^A^^A^^A^^A,^
^A^^A^^A^^P^A^.^A^^A^^

l P^A^ ^A^ ^A^c^^A^ ^A^ ^A^^Y
Mœ4,-'^^%-'/M)^))

?2sk

P2\0

P4l[

M
P5S\(

P510

M'

/W

Pn{

P66\

P99\

/Î9

p^

where: //=—|l-(-l)'"];
3m

l u=2l,
mn

m=—L
(D-l)
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The SA (ij) 's éléments (équation 23-b):

SA(i,s) = 3P^\W + P,i(^l)a^ ^\W)-.3P^\W ^

^22W) +WV) ^44[3V)^(1) +(V)^(2) +^(2)^(1) )+3^(2>^(2) j

^^\^.p^wg,WA^\w^,w^ )^(\w k
^P7^(\w ^(\m ^(î\w )^\w VP^WP,W +
^99[^(\w ^(\w^2\w )^2\w VPm^(\w +
^14[(^(l)^(l)^,/2)^2)+^(l)^(l)^,p(2)^2))+3(a,/')^2)+^2)^

^l(^\w ^(\w^(\w ^,p(\w )^\w ^^\w ^(\w ^\w )k
^i9[k(Vl) ^(V2) ^,,(1)^(1) ^,p(2)^(2) )+3(^1V) ^,/V1) -<.^^^ ^%œ )],

^2s[^(\w ^(1V) ]^P^\W +A,(1V1) ]^21o[Wl) ^^')^(1) 1^

^lk(\w. ^\w^(\m^w^w )^(\w ^\w ^^ ^d^ )].
^49[(^(V2)+^(V1)^..(')^(2)+^(2)^(1Q+<^(1V1)^^2)^(2)+^^

^5.[e,,(\w .P,,(\w ]-^lok(Vl) ^P(\w V

^79[(^\w ^(\w ^(1V) ^(\m )^P(\W ^P(î\w ^\m ^(\m )]+
^iok(Vl)^(lV)]

(D-2)
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Table I: Non-dimensional fondamental frequencies, f2=o)oL /(p/Ez) /t of simply-supported
cylindrical shell with symmetric cross-ply 0 ,90 /0 .



Table I: Non-dimensional fundamental frequencies, 0=û)oL /(p/E;) /t ofsimply-supported cylindrical
shell with symmetric cross-ply 0°/9070°.

R/L

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

L/t=100
Sanders'

Theory*

73.05

38.77
28.36
23.73
22.15

21.05
20.28
19.69

19.23
18.58

Reddy, J.N.

[50]
66.583
36.770
27.116
22.709

20.232

16.625

Présent

63.50

33.51

24.52
20.96
19.18

18.17
17.25

16.96

16.79
16.60

L/t=10
Sanders'

Theory*

15.811
14.794
14.726
14.688
14.675

14.638
14.612
14.575
14.568
14.537

Reddy, J.N.

[50]
13.172
12.438
12.287
12.233

12.207

12.173

Présent

13.135

12.129
11.716
11.542
11.461

11.367

11.356
11.350
11.341
11.332

* Thèse results have been obtained by author for Sanders' theory, not considering shear déformation effect.
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shell with symmetric cross-ply 00/900/90°/00.

Figure 6: Frequency distribution ofan open cylindrical shell in conjunction with L/R
and m variations.

Figure 7: Relative frequency versus relative amplitude for non-linear vibration of a

simply supported cylindrical shell.

Figure 8: Influence of large amplitude on frequency of clamped-clamped orthotropic
open cylindrical shell.
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